QUESTIONS to ask when Shopping for Wedding Photograhers
Do we get Two photographers at our wedding or only One?
Kusman’s: As a husband and wife team we normally photograph weddings together helping provide you
different perspectives throughout your special day.
Do we get the digital negatives on CD with copyright privileges to reprint included in the price?
Kusman’s: yes the negatives are part of all our packages! This offers you huge savings when reprinting
photographs for personal use.
Do you burn the CD negatives at FULL RESOLUTION or do you lower the resolution which limits
the ability to reprint enlargements?
Kusman’s: we use large mega-pixel cameras and we burn our CD’s at Full Resolution so many of your
photographs can be enlarged to 16x20 and 20x24 without visible reductions.
Do you just copy the untouched photos to CD or do you digitally enhance each photo making sure
basic touch-ups like eye-glass glare, small blemishes, lighting and cropping is OK?
Kusman’s: we digitally enhance each photo & always end up giving the wedding couple more than
promised! ☺
Do you charge extra for the popular photographic specials like Colorization, Black & White,
Antique/Sepia, Text Adds, Bordering, and Softening that can enhance our wedding photographs?
Kusman’s: all of our packages include numerous photographic specials at no extra charge! Additional
specials can also be purchased after delivery
What is Colorization? This is the technique of taking a photograph and coloring only a portion of the
photo while the rest remains black and white. This can add special emphasis
to the subject or setting such as colorizing the bride & groom, bouquet,
boutonniere or stain glass window
Do you come to our rehearsal to meet everyone and get a feel for what’s being planned?
Kusman’s: yes, we come to your rehearsal whenever possible. It’s important to us to get to know the
wedding party and to talk about what’s needed on the day of the wedding.
Do we only get the photographs on CD, what about an album of final prints showing our wedding?
Kusman’s: all of our packages provide a “storybook” album containing a number of final prints that tell
your wedding story along with all the final negatives on CD. Also, our uniquely labeled CD’s
contain our copyright release for reprinting any of your photographs. Additional CD’s are
also available for parents, grandparents or loved ones.
We are always happy to meet with the Engaged Couple to preview our wedding portfolio and to
discuss the special needs they have for their special day!

WE ALSO DO ENGAGEMENT PHOTOS!
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